
AP Studio Art Summer Work 
To be completed in your SB. You may want to get a new SB for AP, sturdy and well bound. 

8”x10” or 8.5”x11” or 9”x12” 

The following should be in your SB: notes, questions, answers, artist studies, ideas, lists, exploration, 
experimentation, journaling, etc. DUE AUGUST 7, 2024 8AM in my hands 

Claire_S_Zimmerman@dekalbschoolsga.org   

1. FIRST create an AP Intro Page to get your section established! Go crazy and make it YOU! 

2. Look at the samples in the digital gallery:  https://apartanddesign.collegeboard.org/2022-ap-art-and-
design-exhibit  

- Choose 5 portfolios from the student artists to review. For EACH, take notes/create sketches and 
essentially create an ARTIST STUDY for that high schooler’s portfolio images. What are you noticing 
about their portfolio as A WHOLE? What is impressive about their work? What ties it together? What 
questions do you have? 

3. As you click around the College Board AP Art site, sections, and tabs, please take notes about the following: 
(this is to familiarize yourself with what they are asking you to create). 

-What is the difference between a 2D & Drawing portfolio?  

-What is the difference between Sustained Investigation and Selected Works? 

-Can you place Sustained Investigation works in the Selected Works section? 

-What is a Sustained Investigation? 

-What ideas do you have for a Sustained Investigation???  

4.  Start making lists/idea pages: 

 - Initial ideas of ideas you could explore for the whole school year through art 

 - Journaling and reflecting on past art making. Is there anything you can revisit and do more of? 

 - What makes you tick as a person? What do you ACTUALLY care about? 

 - What kind of art do you enjoy making? 

 

5. On a separate piece of paper or surface:  

Create a STILL LIFE OR PORTRAIT- no smaller than 12x15. ANY MEDIA! ANY ALTERATIONS! ANY STYLE! 
ANY EXPLORATIONS! ANY VIEWPOINT! Absolutely NO INTERNET images allowed for this- you must set it up 
or take your own photo. 

Again, NOT done in your SB.  If you need a reference image, email or text me   I can send you several 
options.  


